
A Note on the Tate Pairing of Curves overFinite FieldsF. HessComputer Science Department,Woodland Road,University of Bristol, BS8 1UB, UK.florian@cs.bris.ac.ukAbstract. A short and elementary proof for the non-degeneracy of theTate pairing of curves over �nite �elds is given.1 IntroductionThe Tate pairing provides a non-degenerate pairing from a subgroup and a quo-tient group of the divisor class group of a curve over a �nite �eld onto a quotientgroup of the multiplicative group of the �nite �eld. In [4] it has been used tomap a discrete logarithm problem in the divisor class group to the multiplicativegroup of a �nite �eld, where it can be solved more easily if certain conditionsare met. This is of particular interest in regard to discrete logarithm based cryp-tosystems and is known as Frey-R�uck attack. More recently the Tate pairinghas proven useful, if not essential, in identity based cryptography as for examplein [2, 9].The non-degeneracy of the Tate pairing is an essential property in theseapplications. The proof given in [4] is fairly long and involves cohomologicalmethods. The purpose of this expositional note is to provide a short and ratherelementary or direct proof for the non-degeneracy of the Tate pairing.2 PreliminariesLet C be an absolutely irreducible projective curve de�ned over the �eld k. Thefunction �eld of C is denoted by k(C).The divisor class group of degree zero divisors is denoted by Cl0(k(C)), wherewe consider divisors as �nite sums of places of k(C). If C is non-singular andthe Brauer group of k is trivial then Cl0(k(C)) is isomorphic to the group ofk-rational points of the Jacobian of C (see [11, Remark 1.6]). We are primarilyinterested in the case k a �nite �eld where the Brauer group is trivial. For adivisor D its class is denoted by [D].Let D =Pi �iPi be a divisor of k(C) where the Pi are places. The evaluationf(P ) of a function f 2 k(C) with no pole at the place P is an element of the



residue class �eld k(P ) = OP =P . Using the norm map of the extension k(Pi)=kof degree deg(Pi) we can further de�ne an evaluation at divisors viaf(D) :=Yi Nk(Pi)=k(f(Pi))�i ;provided f has no zero at Pi when �i < 0 and no pole when �i > 0. Theevaluation map enjoys homomorphic properties in f and D. Furthermore, itcommutes with base extension or, in other words, if conk1(C)=k(C) is the conormmap for an extension k1(C)=k(C) we haveconk1(C)=k(C)(f)�conk1(C)=k(C)(D)� = f(D):Consider a cover C ! C 0 of absolutely irreducible curves de�ned over k. Theassociated norm Nk(C)=k(C0) and conorm conk(C)=k(C0) maps are adjoint withrespect to the evaluation at divisors. For f 2 k(C) and D a divisor of k(C 0) wehave f�conk(C)=k(C0)(D)� = Nk(C)=k(C0)(f)(D);and for f 2 k(C 0) and D a divisor of k(C)f�Nk(C)=k(C0)(D)� = conk(C)=k(C0)(f)(D);provided the values are de�ned.3 Weil ReciprocityWeil reciprocity is well known and a very useful tool in studying the Weil andTate pairings.Theorem 1 Let a; b 2 k(C)� such that div(a) and div(b) have disjoint support.Then a�div(b)� = b�div(a)�:Proof. The standard proof goes as follows. It is not di�cult to prove the theoremfor C = P1 or when a 2 k or b 2 k. Otherwise, consider the extension k(C)=k(b)of the rational function �eld k(b) �= k(P1). We indicate by the subscript k(b) ifa principal divisor is to be taken in k(b) rather than k(C). Thena�div(b)� = a�div(conk(C)=k(b)(b))� = a�conk(C)=k(b)(divk(b)(b))�= Nk(C)=k(b)(a)�divk(b)(b)� = b�divk(b)(Nk(C)=k(b)(a))�= b�Nk(C)=k(b)(div(a))� = conk(C)=k(b)(b)�div(a)� = b�div(a)�:See also [13, Ex. 2.11] and [10, p. 243{245]. utThe proof shows that a�div(b)� = Nk(C)=k(b)(a)�divk(b)(b)� can be computedwithout having to compute or factorize div(b) since divk(b)(b) is just the zero of bminus the pole of b in the rational function �eld k(b). Thus Nk(C)=k(b)(a) is of theform (c1br+ � � �+c2)=(c3br+ � � �+c4) with ci 2 k� and a�div(b)� = (c2c3)=(c1c4).



4 The Tate PairingLet C be de�ned over Fq and let k be an algebraic extension of Fq . Let m 2 Z�1be coprime to q with m j#Cl0(k(C)). Using the approximation theorem we seethat for divisor classes x 2 Cl0(k(C))[m] and y 2 Cl0(k(C))=mCl0(k(C)) thereare coprime divisors D and E such that x = [D] and y = [E] + mCl0(k(C)).Furthermore, there is an f 2 k(C) such that div(f) = mD.De�nition 2 The Tate pairingtm : Cl0(k(C))[m]� Cl0(k(C))=mCl0(k(C))! k�=(k�)mis de�ned by tm(x; y) = f(E):Using Weil reciprocity we have f(div(g)) = g(div(f)) = g(mD) 2 (k�)mfor g 2 k(C)�. It is now easily seen that the Tate pairing is well-de�ned andbilinear. Furthermore it commutes with the action of Galois.A pairing t : A � B ! Z of abelian groups A, B and Z is non-degenerateif the associated homomorphisms A ! Hom(B;Z) and B ! Hom(A;Z) areinjective.Theorem 3 The Tate pairing tm is non-degenerate if the base �eld k is �niteand contains the m-th roots of unity.This theorem was proved in [4]. We now give an alternative, shorter and moreelementary proof.Proof. Let x = [D] be arbitrary in Cl0(k(C))[m] of precise order s and f 2k(C) with div(f) = sD where s jm. We have that the polynomial xs � f isirreducible in k(C)[x] and de�nes a Kummer extension of k(C), see [14, A.13].From the Chebotarev density theorem and the van der Waerden criterion ([5,5.16] and [15, Chap. 1] or [12, p. 128 (9.40)]) we conclude that for any d j s andl � some constant there is a place P of degree l such that xs � f(P ) splitsinto irreducible factors of degree s=d in k(P )[x]. This means that f(P ) is agenerator of (k(P )�)d=(k(P )�)s. The norm Nk(P )=k is surjective and induces anisomorphism k(P )�=(k(P )�)s ! k�=(k�)s. It follows that Nk(P )=k(f(P )) is agenerator of (k�)d=(k�)s.By the previous paragraph applied with d = 1 and d = s there exist places Pand Q of the same degree and not in the support of D such that Nk(P )=k(f(P )) 62(k�)s and Nk(Q)=k(f(Q)) 2 (k�)s. With E := P �Q and y := [E]+mCl0(k(C))we then have tm(x; y) 62 (k�)m. The associated homomorphism Cl0(k(C))[m]!Hom(Cl0(k(C))=mCl0(k(C)); k�=(k�)m) is hence injective. The non-degeneracynow follows from Lemma 4 since Cl0(k(C))[m] �= Cl0(k(C))=mCl0(k(C)) andk�=(k�)m �= Z=mZ. utLemma 4 Let A;B be �nite abelian groups of exponent m with #A = #B.A pairing t : A � B ! Z=mZ is non-degenerate if and only if the associatedhomomorphism A! Hom(B;Z=mZ) is injective.



Proof. The pairing t is non-degenerate by de�nition if the corresponding homo-morphisms A! Hom(B;Z=mZ) and B ! Hom(A;Z=mZ) are injective.If A ! Hom(B;Z=mZ) is injective then it is also surjective because #A =#B = #Hom(B;Z=mZ). Given b 2 B and c 2 Z=mZ of the same order as bthere is an h 2 Hom(B;Z=mZ) such that h(b) = c. Because of the surjectivitythere is an a 2 A such that h = t(a; �) and t(a; b) = c. This means t(�; b) is atleast of the order of b and hence B ! Hom(A;Z=mZ) is injective. utConsider the general pairing t of Lemma 4. If t is non-degenerate we necessar-ily have A �= Hom(B;Z=mZ)�= B. Also, if m is the minimal exponent of A or Brespectively then a non-degenerate t is surjective. This means that the conditionon the m-th roots of unity in Theorem 3 will often be not only su�cient but alsonecessary. Furthermore we have the following. Let A �= B �= Z=c1Z�� � ��Z=crZwith ci 2 Z>1 and ci j ci+1. A Gaussian elimination technique shows that t isnon-degenerate if and only if there are generators ai of A and bi of B for 1 � i � rsuch that t(ai; bj) = 0 for i 6= j and t(ai; bi) = m=ci, in which case the ai and bihave the precise orders ci.Assumem prime,m j#Cl0(k(C)), but that k does not contain the m-th rootsof unity. If we perform a �nite constant �eld extension to k1 which containsthe m-th roots of unity then the Z=mZ-rank of the groups Cl0(k(C))[m] andCl0(k(C))=mCl0(k(C)) has to double at least, since the Tate pairing tm will benon-degenerate over k1. This observation can for example be used to determinethe minimal �eld extension over which an elliptic curve obtains its second primefactor.The Tate pairing can be e�ciently computed from its de�nition if f is repre-sented in compact form as a power product of small degree functions but possiblylarge exponents, an implementation for general curves based on [8] can be foundin Magma [3]. There are more e�cient algorithms for the elliptic curve case,given in [1, 6].We �nally remark that the Chebotarev density theorem for number �elds canbe used in a similar way to verify the multiplicative independence of algebraicnumbers modulo prime powers [7, 16].AcknowledgementI would like to thank S. Galbraith for helpful comments on Weil reciprocity.References1. P. Barreto, H. Kim, B. Lynn, and M. Scott, E�cient algorithms for pairing-basedcryptosystems, Advances in Cryptology - CRYPTO 2002 (M. Yung, ed.), LNCS2442, Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Heidelberg-New York, 2002, pp. 354{369.2. D. Boneh and M. Franklin, Identity-based encryption from the Weil pairing, Ad-vances in Cryptology - CRYPTO 2001 (J. Kilian, ed.), LNCS 2139, Springer-Verlag,Berlin-Heidelberg-New York, 2001, pp. 213{229.
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